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Improved methods of radiocarbon analysis have enabled us to date more precisely the earthquake
rupturesof the San Andreas fault that are recordedin the sedimentsat Pallett Creek. Previousdates of
these events had 95% confidence errors of 50-100 calendar years. New error limits are less than 23
calendar years for all but two of the dated events.This greater precisionis due to larger sample size,
longer counting time, lower background noise levels, more precise conversion of radiocarbon ages to
calendric dates, and better stratigraphic constraints and statistical techniques.The new date ranges, with
one exception, fall within the broader ranges estimated previously, but our estimate of the average
interval between the latest 10 episodesof faulting is now about 132 years. Variability about the mean
interval is much greater than was suspectedpreviously. Five of the nine intervals are shorter than a
century: three of the remaining four intervals are about two to three centuries long. Despite the wide
range of theseintervals, a pattern in the occurrenceof large earthquakesat Pallett Creek is apparent in
the new data. The past 10 earthquakes occur in four clusters,each of which consistsof two or three
events. Earthquakes within the clusters are separated by periods of several decades,but the clustersare
separatedby dormant periods of two to three centuries.This pattern may reflect important mechanical
aspectsof the fault's behavior. If this pattern continuesinto the future, the current period of dormancy
will probably be greater than two centuries.This would mean that the section of the fault representedby
the Pallett Creek site is currently in the middle of one of its longer periods of repose between clusters,
and sections of the fault farther to the southeast are much more likely to produce the next great
earthquakein California. The greater precisionof dates now available for large earthquakesrecordedat
the Pallett Creek site enables speculative correlation of events between paleoseismicsites along the
southern half of the San Andreas fault. A history of great earthquakes with overlapping rupture zones
along the Mojave sectionof the fault remains one of the more attractive possibilities.

INTRODUCTION

Paleoseismology,the recognition and characterization of
past earthquakes from evidence in the geological record, has
contributed fundamentally to understandingearthquakes [National Academyof Sciences,1986]. It has done so by extending
the known record of earthquakes into past centuries and millennia.

This extension

of the historic

and instrumental

record

has revealed not only more about the size, location, and
timing of past large earthquakes; it has also yielded clues
about the length and regularity of earthquake cycles and the
variability of rupture magnitude and extent from event to
event along a particular fault.
Imprecise dating of prehistoric events is a major obstacle to
further progress in paleoseismology. This is a particularly
troublesome problem along faults such as the San Andreas,
where the imprecision in dating of paleoearthquakeshas been
approximately equal to the time betweenlarge earthquakes.In
suchcases,the imprecisionof radiocarbon dating has prohibited the correlation of fault ruptures between paleoseismicsites
and the recognitionof patternsin the timing of earthquakes.

Recent advances in convenuonai radiocarbon anaiys•s now
enable significantly greater precision in dating prehistoric and
preinstrumental large earthquakes. Systematic high-precision
measurements,using large proportional counters with extremely low backgrounds,have been conductedat the Seattle
Quaternary Isotope Laboratory since 1973 [Stuiver et al.,
1979]. These counters require fairly large samples (about 7 g
of carbon at Seattle) and have extremely low backgrounds.
Whereas typical counters and accelerator mass spectrometric
(AMS) analysesproduce errors of the order of 50-100 years,
the high-precisioncounters produce radiocarbon dates with
standard errors of 12-20 years.
A sensibleplace to begin a program of more precise radiocarbon dating of earthquakes is at Pallett Creek, a paleoseismic site astride the San Andreas

fault 55 km northeast

of Los

Angeles.This site contains a record of 12 large earthquakes
preservedin interbedded marsh and stream deposits [Sieh,

1978a, 1984]. Previousradiocarbondating of peaty .beds

Paper number 88JB03635.

within the strata revealed that the 12 earthquakes occurred
within the past 1800 years. The average interval of dormancy
between these earthquakes was shown to be about 145 years,
but the dates of individual quakes and the length of individual
recurrenceintervals were not well establishedbecauseof large
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error estimates
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in the radiocarbon

dates.
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Several other paleoseismicsites along the San Andreas fault
in southern California have also yielded useful information
about prehistoric earthquake ruptures along the fault [Williams and Sieh, 1987; Sieh, 1986; Weldon and Sieh, 1985; Rust,
1983; Davis, 1983; Sieh and Jahns, 1984]. Nevertheless, the
sediments at Pallett Creek contain the most complete record

of paleoearthquakesalong the fault, and more precisedating
of these earthquakes is the most logical first step in any attempt to correlate large earthquakes along the fault or to
identify temporal patterns of earthquake occurrence.
DATES OF THE EARTHQUAKESAT PALLETT CREEK

The occurrenceof earthquakes during the past two millennia is revealed by faults, folds, and liquefaction featureswithin
the marsh and stream deposits at Pallett Creek [Sieh, 1978a,
1984]. These structures and sedimentary features show that
earthquakes have occurred at 12 specific times. These earthquakes are representedby 12 stratigraphic horizons within the
marsh and streambed deposits. These horizons are labeled
A-Z on the right-hand side of the columnar section depicted
in Figure 1.
We have redated the 10 most recent of these earthquake
horizons by radiocarbon analysis of overlaying and underlaying beds.The newly dated strata range from mid-unit 26, with
an approximate date of A.D. 650, to unit 88, which formed
just prior to the earthquake of A.D. 1857.
In the courseof this study, 32 peat samplesfrom 20 distinct
strata were collected and analyzed. Table 1 lists all of the
samples,from youngest to oldest, describesthe nature of the
sampledmaterial, and givesother pertinent information.
The use of peat for dating the earthquakes at Pallett Creek
has minimized the problem of contamination that sometimes
complicatesthe use of other materials, such as detrital wood
and charcoal. The peats formed in situ, unlike wood and
charcoal, which may be derived from the heartwood of old
trees or shrubs and thus be decades to centuries older than the

stratum in which the sampled material is deposited.
Table 2 lists the same samplesas those given in Table 1 but
with the results of the new radiocarbon analyses.In column 3
are the radiocarbon agesof the samples(in years before present) and their standard errors. Multiple sampleswere collected
from several of the sedimentary units as a test of reproducibility. In every case, the 2a error ranges of the independent samples overlapped, and so weighted averaging of the
ageswasjustified. Averaged radiocarbon agesfor strata from
which more than one sample was collected are listed in
column

4.

These precise radiocarbon age determinations can be converted into precise calendric dates and error bands because
high-precisioncalibration curves relating radiocarbon age to
calendric date are now available. Recent progressin this field
is given in the calibration issue of Radiocarbon[Stuiver and
Kra, 1986]. The age conversionsin this paper have been made
using the bidecadal calibration curve of Stuiver and Becker
[1986]. The microcomputer program that we used to transform the radiocarbon ages into calendric dates [Stuiver and
Reirner, 1986], which includes the likelihood analysis explained in the appendix, is obtainable from the Quaternary
Isotope Laboratory of the University of Washington on a
DS/DD floppy diskette.
The calendric date ranges calculated from the calibration
program are given in column 5 of Table 2. Theseare expressed
as A.D. date ranges that span the 95% confidenceinterval.

Many of the unitshave •'•C age rangesthat correspondto
two or more calendricdate ranges.Note, as an example, that
the radiocarbon age of upper unit 68, 343.2 + 11.7 years B.P.
correspondsto two calendric date ranges,A.D. 1479-1523 and

A.D. 1565-1631.This resultsfrom fluctuationsin the •'•C/•2C
ratio in the atmosphereduring the past severalmillennia [Stuiyet and Kra, 1986]. Figure 2 illustrates theseirregularities in a
graph of radiocarbon age versuscalendricdate.
The calendric date ranges were derived from the likelihood
plots shown in Figure 3. These plots display in a convenient
form the age information from a single sample or a combination of samples.The function plotted in each graph representsthe relative likelihood of the date of the sample.The date
ranges above the dashed horizontal lines indicate the 95%
confidence

interval

for the actual date of the stratum.

For a

more detailed description of the likelihood plots and their
creation,pleaserefer to the appendix.
Figure 4 depictsthe new radiocarbon agesfor the 20 bedsin
order of their stratigraphic position. The reliability of the
analysesis confirmed by the observation that only one of the
20 beds, unit 35, has a date that contradicts its stratigraphic
position. The anomalously old date for unit 35 is probably
due

to

the

fact

that

this

unit

contains

an

abundance

of

charcoal and wood fragments (Table 1). This wood may well
have been a century old at the time of its incorporation into
the unit. This is the only peat sample in which we recognized,
at the time of collection, wood and charcoal fragments' we
collected and analyzed the sample, knowing that the sample
age might well be older than the age of the stratum.
We are pleased that the new radiocarbon analysesdo not,
for the most part, contradict the previous age estimates by
Sieh [1984]. Rather, they improve the precision of the earlier
estimates.

What

follows

now is a discussion

of the date of each of the

past 10 earthquakes. We begin with a consideration of the
sample that constrains the date of the youngest earthquake
and end with an analysis of the three samples that constrain
the date of the oldestearthquake.The data presentedin Figures I and 3 and Table 2 are referred to throughout this
discussion.You may wish to refer to these figures and this
table to verify the stratigraphic and geochronologicassertions
in the text that follows.

Event

Z

Event Z is the latest event to rupture the sedimentsat Pallett Creek. Sieh [1978a, p. 3925; 1984, pp. 7646-7647] described evidence at the site for this event and concluded, on

the basis of historical evidence, that this must be the fault

rupture associatedwith the great Fort Tejon earthquakeof
1857.

To test the reliability of our peat dates,we dated thin, peaty
uppermostunit 88, which was at the ground surfacein 1857,
at the time of event Z. We were pleased to find that the
calendric date ranges of this bed (A.D. 1691-1733 and A.D.
1814-1923 (Figure 3)) are, in fact, consistentwith depositionin
1857.

Statistically, neither date range can be favored over the
other. So, if we did not already know from the historical
record that event Z is the earthquake of 1857, we would conclude that event Z occurred

within

either the interval

A.D.

1712 (1691-1733) or the interval A.D. 1869 (1814-1923). This
bolsters our confidencethat no systematicerrors exist in our
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Fig.1. Thepeats,
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atthePallett
Creek
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deposited
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dates and that our radiocarbon dates allow accurate determi-

nation of the dates of the prehistoricearthquakesat the site.
Event

X

Evidence for the occurrenceof event X has been presented

by Sieh[1978a,pp. 3923-3924'1984,pp. 7646-7647].This
event rent the sedimentsat Pallett Creek when the top of unit
81 was the active surfaceof the marsh. No peat was deposited

immediately
afterthe event,so the bestradiometric
estimate
N
N
N

of the date of the earthquakemust be derivedfrom determinationsof the ageof unit 81. For this reason,two samplesof

the uppermost1 cm of unit 81 werecollectedand analyzed
(QL-1981 and 1980,Tables 1 and 2).

A samplefrom the middleof unit 81 wasalsocollectedin
order to allow determination of the rate at which unit 81 was

deposited(QL-1991).This wouldhave allowedextrapolation
of the date of event X from the date of uppermost unit 81.

In actuality,the datesof uppermostand middleunit 81 are
indistinguishable
(165-183 •½C years B.P., with standard
errorsof 9-16 years).So, by multiplyingthe individuallikelihood functions,we mergedthe three agesin order to derivea

0

0

daterangeforupperunit81:176.5+_6.8•'*CyearsB.P.Unfortunately,thisradiocarbon
agecorresponds
to threecalendric
dateranges'A.D. 1669-1679,1741-1801,and 1939-1955.The
latterrangecan,of course,be ruledout on historicalgrounds
and by virtue of the fact that unit 81 must be older than
uppermostunit 88, which,accordingto the date of sample
QL-1990, was depositedbefore 1923. The remainingtwo
rangeshavecomparable
likelihoods
of containingthe actual
date of formation of uppermostunit 81 (Figure 3).
To derive the date rangesfor event X, we must now estimate the amount of time that passedbetweendepositionof

.--,

the samples
of uppermost
81 and the occurrence
of the earthquake.Unfortunately,
the rate of accumulation
of unit 81 can
.o.

not be calculated from the available data. However, the rates

of accumulationfor two similar peats,units 61 and 68, can be
calculated from the dates now available. We will show later in
o

,

thispaperthat thesepeatybedsaccumulated
at ratesbetween
0.2 and 2.1 mm/yr. The samplesof uppermost81 that we
collectedincludedthe upper 10 mm of the bed. If we assume
that our date rangesrepresentthe date of depositionof the

centralplaneof the sample,about5 mm of peataccumulated
before the occurrence of event X. Thus we conclude that

.-,

14+__
12 yearselapsedbetweenthe time of depositionof the
samplesand the time of the earthquake.
N

This amount of time must be added to the date ranges of

the samplesto estimatethe date rangesfor the earthquake.
The date rangesthus calculatedfor eventX are A.D. 1688
0

N
N

ca) '

.--,

(1675-1701)and A.D. 1785(1753-1817).

We preferto rejecttheolderof thesetwo rangesbecause
of
its proximityto the daterangeof an underlying
bed,unit 75.
The daterangeof unit 75 is A.D. 1648(1639-1657).About100
mm of peat and silt lay betweenunit 75 and the horizonof
eventX rSieh,1978a].Depositionrateswouldhaveto be very
high(2 mm/yr)for unit 75 to havebeendeposited
A.D. 1648
(1639-1657)andeventX to haveoccurredno morethana few
decadeslater. About 150 mm of silt and peat lie between units

!

72 and 75 [Sieh, 1978a]. From the radiocarbonanalysesof
these two beds we know that this sediment accumulated in
e

+.-

175__.18 yearsat an averagerate of depositionof 0.9 ___
0.1
mm/yr.If the 100mmof peatandsiltbetween
unit75 andthe
event X horizon accumulated at this rate, event X would have
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TABLE 2. Radiocarbon
Analyses
Sample*

Lab (QL)

Field (PC),

1990

86-(-114)-88-1

1980

85-137-u81

14C
Age,years
B.P.

Averaged
14C
Age,$

Calendar
Age,õ

yearsB.P.

A.D.

93.0 ñ 16.2

1814-1923
1691-1733

171'5
-+
•2•8•

1939-1955

1981

85-81(N)

183.0 __+

1991

86-81 m

165.0
ñ l•.l

1992

86-75

260.0 ñ 16.3

1958
1994
1993

85-72
86-72A
86-72

374.0 ñ 15.2
370.0 ñ 15.4

382.0 ñ 8.1

1457-1489

1956

85-68

85-(-112)-68

344.5
ñ16.6}

343.2 ñ I 1.7

1957

342.0 ñ 16.5

1995

86-168

542.0 ñ 15.0

1565-1631
1397-1419
1387-1401

176.5 ñ 6.8

1741-1801
1669-1679
1639-1657

394.7
ñ12.2}

1479-1523

1329-1331

1954
1979
1953

1978

85-61
(upper) 572.4ñ 12.8'}
85-105.6-u61 571.0ñ 15.27

85-61S

579.3ñ 8.5

1317-1351

601.4ñ 16.9.}

85-105.6-L61 814.0
ñ 15.4}

1955

85-61(lower)

816.3 ñ 14.6J

815.1 ñ 10.6

1215-1250

1977c

85-139-59c

854.0_ 15.5•

859.8ñ 11.1

1165-1220

1977b

85-139-59b

906.0 ñ 13.6

1977a

85-139-59a

866.0ñ 16.0J

1041-1167

1058.3
ñ 16.2
15.7 t
1976 85-47
85-206-47
1005.0
ñ
1032.5
ñ11.3

985-1017

1951

85-45

952-999

1975
1974
1950
1973

85-206-43
85-206-4 l
85-38
85-206-u38

1227.0 ñ 15.8
1215.0 _+ 16.7
1223.0 ñ 15.8

1211.0
ñ57.6}

775-819

1972

85-206-35

1443.0 ñ 17.0

595-645

1971
1970

85-206-u33
85-206-m33

1259.0 ñ 15

1968

85-206-u26

1270.0 ñ 15.8

679-779

1323.0 ñ 16.2

661-687

1401.0 ñ 14.1

627-657

1952

1076.1 ñ 17.1

899-911

1221.6 ñ 9.2

1274.4 ñ 11.0

679-773

upper«
1969

85-206-u26

lower «
1967

85-206-26

A-2154

415b peat

A-2151

415b cell

1648

477-529
323-464
259-293

USGS-899
414d

1832
ñ56

USGS-898

1894ñ 64

414j

ñ 38.4

{277-336
60-266

B.C. 46-A.D. 252

*Samplesare listedin stratigraphic
order,youngest
first,oldestlast.

•'Field
numbers
informat
xx-yyy-zzz
andxx-zzz;
"xx"indicates
yearofcollection,
"yyy"indicates

exposurefrom which samplewas collected,and "zzz" indicatesstratumcollected.

$These
standard
errors
include
allvariability
encountered
inthelaboratory
procedure.
A substantial
portion
of theerroris related
to thePoisson
errorin theobserved
number
of decaying
•4Catoms
(standard
deviation
equal
tothesquare
rootinthenumber
ofcounts).
Manylaboratories
report
only
thiserror.However,
estimation
ofthetrueerrorin themeasurement
oftheageofthesample
must
include
otherfactors.
Froma comparison
of measurements
onduplicate
samples,
wefindthatthe
Seattle
ages
havestandard
errors
compatible
with1.2-1.6
times
theerrorbased
oncounting
statistics

alone(forexample,
seeStuiver
[1982]).
Allageerrorsgiveninthispaperarebased
ona liberal1.6error

multiplier.
Thequoted
ageerrors
thusaccount
fortheentire
variance
inthemeasuring
procedure.
õRangesinclude values within 95% confidencelimits.
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occurred 113 q- 13 years after deposition of unit 75, that is,
A.D. 1761 (1745-1777). This range is within the younger of the
two ranges given for event X. For these reasons,we prefer the
younger of the two statistically plausible date ranges, A.D.
1785 (1753-1817). We caution, however, that the older date
range, A.D. 1674 (1669-1679), can not be unequivocally excluded on the basis of this argument. Information discussedin
the following paragraph lends additional support to our belief
that event X occurred during the period A.D. 1785 (17531817).
Previous radiocarbon analysesyielded a range of A.D. 1750
(1670-1830) for event X. Sieh [1984, Table 2] concluded that
the portion of this range that postdated 1768 could be excluded becauseof a lack of historical large earthquakes since the
advent of Europeans in southern California in 1769. Recently,
however, Jacoby et al. [1987, 1988] found clear dendrochronologic evidence of fault rupture 13-25 km southeast of Pallett
Creek in late 1812 or early 1813. This led them to reevaluate
the felt reports for the "San Juan Capistrano" earthquake of
December 8, 1812, and to conclude that this earthquake was
probably produced by rupture of the San Andreas fault along
a reach at least several tens of kilometers in length and including the Pallett Creek site. Event X is the only event at Pallett
Creek with a date range that is compatible with a date of
December 8, 1812. We suspect,therefore, that event X is the
large historical earthquake that occurred on that date.
Event

V

Evidence for event V has been presentedby Sieh [1978a, p.
3922' 1984, pp. 7647-7649]. This large earthquake occurred
between deposition of upper unit 68 and unit 72. At the time
of the earthquake the upper surfaceof unit 68 was the active
surface of the Pallett Creek marsh. Furthermore, stratigraphic
evidencestrongly indicates that unit 72 was deposited within a
few years of the earthquake. We suspectedthat the radiocarbon analysesof these two beds would yield indistinguishable
date rangesand provide a very tight constraint on the date of
intervening event V.
The five new radiocarbon analysesof units 68 and 72 do, in
fact, constrain the date of event V ve?y tightly. The date
ranges of upper unit 68 are A.D. 1479-1523 and A.D. 15651631. The date range of unit 72 is A.D. 1457-1489. Unit 72 is
stratigraphically above unit 68, so it must be younger. This
clearly rules out the A.D. 1565-1631 range for upper unit 68.
The remaining date range for upper unit 68 overlaps the
date range of unit 72. Hence we may legitimately merge the
radiocarbon ages of the two units to derive the radiocarbon
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Fig. 2. Fluctuationsin the atmosphericratio of •½Cto •2C has
resulted in an irregular relationship between analytically determined
radiocarbon age (years before present, B.P.) and actual calendric date
(A.D.). Radiocarbon analysesperformed for this study are shown by
the horizontal lines. Note that many of these analysesyield multiple
choicesfor the calendric date of the sample.Diagonal line is locus of
points where radiocarbon age is equal to calendric date (for example,
0 B.P. = A.D. 1950) [from Stuiver and Becker, 1986].

of the date of event T is based upon the date ranges of upper
unit 61, with a minor correction that allows for sedimentation

that occurred between the central plane of the samplesand the
earthquake horizon.
Three separate samples of upper unit 61 yielded similar
radiocarbon ages, which when merged give calendric date
ranges of A.D. 1317-1351 and A.D. 1387-1401. Because the
stratigraphic centers of the dated samples are several millimeters below the event T horizon, the date ranges for the earthquake should be a few years younger than theseranges.
A sedimentation rate for unit 61 can be estimated using the
date ranges of upper and lower unit 61, according to the
age of eventV. That age, 369.5+ 6.7 •'•C yearsB.P., corre- equation, R - T/t, where R is the average sedimentation rate,
T is the thickness of intervening sediment, and t is the time
spondsto a calendricdate range of A.D. 1480 (1465-1495).
between deposition of the two samples.In the case of unit 61,
A very small peak in the likelihood function for event V
samplesfrom the uppermost and lowest parts yield dates that
also existsat about A.D. 1610 (Figure 3). The likelihood that
are 101 q- 25 years apart (Table 2). (For reasons that are exthe earthquakeoccurredat that time is about one thirtieth the
plained
later in the paper, the younger range for uppermost
likelihood
that it occurred in about A.D. 1480. For this
unit 61 (A.D. 1387-1401) can be rejected.) The stratigraphic
reason, we are quite confident that event V occurred in about
distance between the central planes of these samples is about
A.D. 1480.
220 mm, at locations where the unit is uniform black peat.
From

Event

T

Evidence for event T is documented in previous papers
[Sieh, 1978a,pp. 3921-3922; 1984,pp. 7649-7650]. This earthquake occurred when the top of unit 61 was the surfaceof the
marsh. Therefore the date ranges of upper unit 61 should
closelyapproximate the date of the earthquake. Our estimate

this

thickness

and

time

difference

we derive

a sedi-

mentation rate of 0.22 q- 0.06 mm/yr. Dividing this rate into
the half thickness of the samples (2.5 mm) indicates that the
earthquake is 12 q- 3 years younger than the date ranges of
upper unit 61. The date thus derived for event T is A.D. 1346
(1329-1363) or A.D. 1406 (1398-1414).
The likelihood plot for upper unit 61 in Figure 3 shows
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more area under the peak of the older date. A case in favor of
the earlier range can also be made on the basis of the stratigraphic argument presentedbelow.
Lowest unit 68 is the first peat to have been deposited
subsequentto event T, so its date ranges of A.D. 1397-1419
and A.D. 1329-1331 are the best younger bound for event T.
Figure 3 shows that the older of these two ranges is statistically quite unlikely; the older range can also be ruled out on

the basis of the following stratigraphic argument. Extensive
bioturbation, probably representing at least a few decades,
occurred between event T and the initiation of deposition of
unit 68 [Sieh, 1978a, p. 3933 and plate; 1984, pp. 7658 and
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7669]. Therefore a date of A.D. 1329-1331 for lowest unit 68

would suggesta date for event T in the very early 1300s or
late 1200s; this is an unacceptable date, because it is several
decades older than the oldest plausible dates calculated for
event T two paragraphs above.
This leavesonly the date range of A.D. 1397-1419 for deposition of lower unit 68. If one allows at least 25 years for
bioturbation betweenevent T and the depositionof lower unit
68, the occurrence of event T after A.D. 1394 must be deemed

quite unlikely. This seems to rule out the A.D. 1406 (13981414) date range for the earthquake calculated from the date
ranges of upper unit 61 and leaves A.D. 1346 (1329-1363) as
the best estimate for the date of event T.
Event
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Fig. 5. This map of a vertical exposure displays a fissure that first
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Evidencefor event R was evaluated by Sieh [-1978a,p. 3921'
1984, pp. 7650-7653]. Unlike every other seismic horizon in

the sediments at Pallett Creek, no blanket of peat occurs
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for this study.

either immediately beneath or immediately above the event R
horizon. This presents a problem in dating the earthquake
precisely. The stratigraphically nearest dated peat beds are
subjacent unit 47 (A.D. 985-1017) and superjacent lower unit
61 (A.D. 1215-1250). These provide only very loose constraints on the date of the earthquake: it must have occurred
within 130 years of A.D. 1120.
Fortunately, a fissure that formed during event R and was

later filled with peat provides a narrower constraint on the
date of the earthquake. The fissure was not described in previous papers, so we include Figure 5, a sketch of the vertical
exposure from which two of the three peat samples were collected.

The most recent disturbance recorded in Figure 5 is associated with event V. At that time, unit 68 was disrupted along
the fault plane labeled "event V." A previous event is represented by a silt-filled fissure to the left of the "event V" fault.
That the fissure was produced during event T is indicated by
its stratigraphic position between units 61 and 68. The right
(southwestern)half of the material that filled this fissure was
removed from the plane of this exposure by right-lateral slip
along the "event V" fault.
To the left of the "event

T" fissure is an older

fissure filled

with peat, silty sand, and sandy silt. This fissurecuts the gravels of unit 53/55 and is overlain by unit 61. This demonstrates
that the fissure is in the stratigraphic position of event R, and
so the fissureis ascribed to that event. (The previous event, N,
occurred prior to deposition of unit 53 FSieh, 1978a, pp. 39203921; 1984, p. 7653], and the subsequent event, T, occurred
after deposition of unit 61 FSieh, 1978a, pp. 3921-3922; 1984,
pp. 7649-7650].)
In the exposure illustrated by Figure 5, peat fills the lowest
14 cm of the fissure.The upper half of the peat was collected
as QL-1977a and QL-1977c and has a calendric range of A.D.
1165-1220. The lower half of the peat, which was collected as
QL-1977b, has a calendric range of A.D. 1041-1167.
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The date of QL-1977b should closelyapproximate the date
of the earthquake. The loosely consolidated materials in the
steep wall of the fissure would not likely have remained

unerodedif the fissurehad remainedopen more than a couple
of decades.One would expectpartial infilling of such a fissure
within the first few months and years of its creation, and
nearly completefilling could be expectedwithin a few decades.
So, we concludethat event R does not predate A.D. 10411167 by more than a decadeor two. Hence event R probably
occurred

between

A.D.

1021 and 1167.

physicalcontactexceptin thoseplacesat the site wheresandblowseruptedonto the surfaceof unit 45 during eventI.
Unit 47 provides a young bounding range of A.D. 9851017, and unit 45 provides an old bounding range of A.D.
899-911 or A.D. 952-999. The older of the two rangesfor unit
45 can be excludedfor two reasons'First, Figure 3 showsthat
the youngerrange is 3 times more likely than the older range
to containthe date of the earthquake.Second,it is quite clear
stratigraphicallythat depositionof unit 47 followeddeposition
of unit 45 very closely.Hence depositionof unit 45 occurred
within the range A.D. 952-999.
Becausethe stratigraphicrelationshipof units 45 and 47 is
so intimate, one can concludethat depositionof the two beds
almost certainly occurred within the same decade.Hence it is
justifiable to merge the radiocarbon ages of the two beds to
determinethe radiocarbonage of event I. The age of event I,

The older part of this range can be trimmed on stratigraphic grounds.The sectionof gravelly sand between unit 47
and the event R horizon is about a meter thick. Depositionof
this unit probably took place over a period of at least50 years
becauseunit 90, a much thinner sectionof similar gravelly
sands, was deposited between A.D. 1857 and about 1910
[Sieh, 1978a]. Also, unit 52, within this coarse clastic section, determined
in thismanner,is 1045.7+ 9.4 X'•CyearsB.P.This
locally showsevidenceof incipient establishmentof vegetative correspondsto a calendricdate range of A.D. 997 (981-1013).
cover [Sieh, 1978a], indicating the passageof time. So, event R
probably occurredat least 50 yearsafter depositionof unit 47, Event F
that is, after about A.D. 1035.
Event F is one of the more fully documented and underFrom the arguments given above, the best estimate for the stood events at Pallett Creek [Sieh, 1978a, pp. 3911-3919'
date range of event R is A.D. 1100 (1035-1165).
1984,pp. 7654-7655]. This earthquakeoccurredwhenthe top
of peaty unit 38 was the surfaceof the marsh.Overlayingunit
Event N
38 is unit 39, which consistsof sand that was ejectedfrom
The evidencefor eventN was presentedby Sieh[1978a, pp. sandblowsduring event F and fluvial sand that filled many
3920-3921; 1984, p. 7653]. Sieh [1978a] documented that sandblowcratersstill open after the earthquake.In many exevent N occurred soon after deposition of unit 52 and just posuresthe sandblow depositsdisplay evidenceof fluvial eroprior to depositionof thick, gravelly unit 53. Unfortunately, sion that occurred prior to deposition of the fluvial sand.
peat in unit 52 is quite rare, and none was exposedin the Overlayingthe sandsof unit 39 is a thin black to gray peaty
excavationsmade in the courseof the current study.
bed, unit 41. Unit 41 is, in turn, overlain by unit 43, which
The date of event N must thereforebe interpolatedbetween consistsof two sandyfluvial bedsseparatedby a septumthat
the dates of event I and event R. We have calculated a date
is locallyrich in smallwood and charcoalfragments.
range of A.D. 1100 (1035-1165) for event R. In the next secThe dates of deposition of uppermost unit 38 and unit 41
tion we will calculate a date range for event I of A.D. 997 were expectedto bracket the date of event F, with the date of
(981-1013). Event N most likely occurred at least a few dec- unit 38 closely approximating the date of the earthquake and
adesbeforethe occurrenceof event R becausethe deposition the date of unit 41 being several decades younger than the
of gravelly alluvial unit 53 occurred between these two earthearthquake. In fact, we were pleasantly surprised to find that
quakes. Event N also probably occurred at least a few decades the dates of uppermost unit 38, unit 41, and unit 43 are statisafter the occurrence of event I because several tens of centimetically indistinguishable.This led us to merge the four radioters of sandy, silty sediment were deposited between the two
carbon ages of these three strata to determine a date range for
events and becauseunit 52 locally displaysevidenceof incipi- event F of A.D. 775-819, that is, A.D. 797 (775-819).
ent soil formation. These observationsare not readily quantifiable, but we judge that they allow us to narrow the limits for Event D
the date of event N by a few decadeson each end.
Event D occurred during deposition of the lower, finerIn our judgment, the beds between the horizons of event N
grained portions of unit 34 [Sieh, 1978a, p. 3919; 1984, p.
and event R represent about the same amount of time as do 7655]. Unit 33 is the last peaty bed depositedbefore event D,
the beds between the horizons of event N and event I. Our
and unit 35 is the first peaty bed deposited after the earthbest estimate for the date of event N is therefore the midpoint quake. We collectedsamplesfrom both unit 33 and unit 35 in
between events I and R: A.D. 1048. An alternate motivation
order to place young and old bounds on the date of event D.
for this estimate is that if the times between earthquakes are Stratigraphicevidencesuggeststhat unit 35 formed quite some
identically
distributed
random
variables,
thentilemidpoint
is time after event D, so we expectedthat we would not be able
the expected location of the missing date. (Precisely, to merge the date of unit 33 with that of unit 35 to derive the
E{xlx + y} = (x + y)/2, with x, y referringto successive
inter- date of the intervenient event. Therefore we collectedsamples
val lengths.)We have estimated an error of 33 years for this not just from one but from two horizons within unit 33 in
date using the relationship that the variance of (x + y)/2 is order to determine a sedimentation rate for the unit. We antic(Var x + Var y)/4 for uncorrelatedrandom variablesx and y.
ipated that this would allow us to extrapolate the date of the
earthquake from the date of upper unit 33.
Event I
Unfortunately, the dates of samples from unit 33 are too
Evidence for event I has been describedby Sieh [1978a, pp. imprecise to yield a useful sedimentation rate or a precise
3919-3920; 1984, p. 7653]. The date of this earthquake is very older bound for the earthquake, and unit 35 provided an unretightly constrained by the dates of the immediately subjacent liable date.
and superjacentunits, 45 and 47. These two peaty beds are in
We had anticipated the latter problem; in our field notes we
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mentioned the presenceof small wood and charcoal detritus
that might lead to an anomalously old date for unit 35. The
date determined for unit 35 is, in fact, about a century older
than the dates determined for the next four samples collected
from subjacent horizons. Becauseof this, we do not believe
that the date determined for unit 35 representsthe actual date
of depositionof the stratum and, accordingly,have not usedit
to constrain

the date of event D.

The best constraint on the date of event D is the date range
of unit 33' A.D. 679-773. This range for unit 33 is an older
bounding range for the earthquake, but the sampled stratum
lies several centimeters below the earthquake horizon.
The best estimate

of the date of event D can be calculated

using the date range of event F, A.D. 797 (775-819), as a
younger bounding range and the date range of event C, A.D.
671 (658-684), as an older bounding range.
About 250 mm of silt, clay, and peat were depositedduring
the interval between event C and event D, and a similar thick-

nessof fines was deposited during the period between event D
and event F. If the average rate of deposition for these sediments, above and below the horizon of event D, are equal,
then events C and D must be separated by 63 + 13 years, and
events D and F must be similarly separated. This suggestsa
date range for event D of A.D. 734 (721-747).
Event

C

Event C was recognizedand documented by Sieh [1984, p.
7655]. Three new radiocarbon analysesof unit 26 constrain
the date of this event to about A.D. 680. Unit 26 is the peaty,
clayey unit that containsthe earthquake horizon. Two samples were collectedfrom the lower and upper halves of a 30mm-thick black peat immediately overlaying the event C horizon. The third sample was collected from a black peat 105
mm below the earthquake horizon. The fact that the sample
date rangesare in agreementwith their stratigraphicordering
givesus confidencein our estimateof the date of event C.
The 15-mm-thick samplerepresentingthe upper half of the
bed that blankets the earthquake horizon (QL-1968) yielded a
date range of A.D. 679-779. The 15-mm-thick sample representingthe lower half of the same bed (QL-1969) gives a narrower date range of A.D. 661-687. The date of event C is
within or a few yearsprior to the range of this sample.Sample
QL-1967, taken from a peat bed about 140 mm below the
event C horizon yielded an older bounding range of A.D.
627-657.

Sedimentation rates calculated from the difference in age of
sampleQL-1969 and QL-1967 can now be used to refine our
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collected for this study becauseexposure of the excavation in
which theseeventswere recognizedby Sieh [1984] would have
required the removal of 5-8 m of fill, far more than our budget
allowed.

Because the beds above and below the event A and event B

horizonswere not resampled,the only •'•C agespertinent to
estimating the dates of these events are those reported by Sieh
[1984, Table 3]. We have recalculated the date ranges for
those samples by the calibration and likelihood estimation
techniquesthat we have used for all of the new samples. The
new date ranges are therefore greater than those calculated for
the Sieh [1984] paper becauseof the incorporation of the "lab

errormultiplier"discussed
in footnoteto the averaged•'•C age
of Table

2.

Event A occurred after deposition of sample USGS-898 and
before deposition of samples USGS-899, A-2154, and A-2151
I-Sieh, 1984]. Thus the earthquake occurred after B.C. 46 to
A.D. 252 and before A.D. 60-529. The spreadin age rangesfor
the older and younger bounding strata are so great that a
useful estimate

of the date of event A cannot

be made.

Event B is also impossible to date precisely from the old
radiocarbon analyses. It occurred soon after deposition of
USGS-899, A-2154, and A-2151, which yielded ages ranging
from A.D. 60 to A.D. 529. About the only useful conclusion
one can draw about the date of event B is that it probably
precededthe occurrenceof event C by at least a century and a
half.

DISCUSSION OF PALLETT CREEK EARTHQUAKE DATES

Comparisonof New Dates With Those
Previously Reported

Table 3 tabulates and Figure 6 displaysthe new date estimates for the past 10 earthquakesrecorded at Pallett Creek.
Figure 7 providesa comparisonof the new earthquake dates
and those derived from radiocarbon analyses published earlier. It is encouragingthat all but one of the new date estimates are enclosedwithin or overlap the broader date ranges
of Sieh [1984]. And the one new date range that does lie
outsideof the previousestimates,that of event C, missesoverlappingwith the previousrange by only about a decade.
This comparison with the previous date estimates demonstrates that the old date ranges,though much less precise,are
consistent with the new date ranges. The dates are now so
much more precisethat deviationsfrom the averageinterval
can be confidently identified.

estimate of the date of event C. The time that elapsed between

Possibility of Missing Events

depositionof thesetwo samplesis 41 + 30 years. The stratigraphic distancebetweenthe central planes of the samplesis

Before we discuss the significance of the new dates and
recurrenceintervals, we must consider the possibility of miss-

113 mm. The sedimentation

is 2.8 + 7.5/-1.2

rate calculated

from these values

mm/yr. The central plane of sample QL-

1969 is about 8 mm above the event C horizon, so the date of

event C is 3 + 2 years older than the date of the sample.
Subtracting this from the date range of QL-1969 yields our
best estimate for the date range of the earthquake' A.D. 671
(658-684).
Events B and A

ing events,that is, eventsthat rupturedthe Pallett Creek sediments but have gone unrecognized.
Sieh [1984, p. 7669] argued that the 12 earthquake horizons
now recognizedat Pallett Creek are the only horizons he
exposedthat are associatedwith liquefactionor faulting at the
site. Basedupon his arguments,the possibilityof an unrecognized earthquake horizon seemsremote.
However, the possibilitythat two large earthquakesmight

Events B and A are representedby fault ruptures identified
by Sieh [1984, pp. 7655-7658]. Samples of the peaty beds

be representedby only one earthquakehorizon is not so readily dismissed.The sedimentsat the site were not deposited
continuously,so it is conceivablethat two earthquakesoc-

above and below the horizons

curred without an intervening episode of marsh or stream

of events A and B were not
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TABLE
Event

3.

Estimated Dates of Occurrence for Earthquakes at Pallett Creek
Basis for Determination

Date Range,* A.D.

Z

Jan. 9, 1857

X

Dec. 8, 1812

V

1480 (1465-1495)

T

1346 (1329-1363)

R

1100 (1035-1165)

N

1048 (1015-1081)

I

997 (981-1013)

F

797 (775-819)

D

734 (721-747)

C

671 (658-684)

B

before

The date ranges of upper unit 88, which directly underlays the earthquake horizon, are A.D. 1712
(1691-1733) and A.D. 1869 (1814-1924). These are consistent with the historical record of a great
earthquake in southern California and fault rupture in the Pallett Creek area in 1857.
The date ranges of upper unit 81, which directly underlays the earthquake horizon, are A.D. 1674
(1669-1679) and A.D. 1771 (1741-1801). An additional 14 ___12 years elapsed between deposition
of the sample and occurrence of the earthquake. The radiocarbon estimate of the event is
therefore A.D. 1785 (1753-1817) or 1688 (1675-1701). The latter range is unlikely, on stratigraphic
grounds.Dendrochronologicand historical data of Jacoby et al. [1987, 1988] support a date of
December 8, 1812, for this earthquake.
From stratigraphicevidence, unit 72 overlays the earthquake horizon and was deposited very soon
after upper unit 68, which directly underlays the earthquake horizon. The date ranges of these
two units are very similar and are merged to estimate the date of the earthquake.
From stratigraphic evidence, event T occurred soon after the deposition of upper unit 61 and
several decades before deposition of lowest unit 68. This date range for event T results from
analysis of the date ranges of units 61 and 68, considering both stratigraphic and statistical
details.

The date of this earthquake is constrained by the date range of a peat sample from an event R
fissure. It is also constrainedby the date range of unit 47, below.
Distant younger and older limits for event N are the date of event R and the date of event I,
respectively. Stratigraphic relationshipssuggestevent N occurred about midway between the
occurrence

of event

N and event

I.

From stratigraphicevidence, unit 47, the stratum overlaying the earthquake horizon, was deposited
very soon after upper unit 45, the stratum underlaying the earthquake horizon. The radiocarbon
ages for these two beds overlap and have been merged to estimate the date of the earthquake.
The radiocarbon age of unit 38, which directly underlays the earthquake horizon, is statistically
indistinguishablefrom the radiocarbon ages of units 41 and 43, which overlay the earthquake
horizon. The ages of these units have been merged to yield the date of the earthquake.
The date range of upper unit 33 provides an older bound for the date of event D. The range chosen
here, however, is based upon interpolation between the dates of events C and F, using calculated
sedimentation

rates.

The peat directly above the earthquake horizon provides the closest estimate of the date range of
event C. A minor adjustment to the peat's date range is made in order to allow for sedimentation
after the earthquake and before deposition of the peat sample.
A.D. 529 is the youngest bound for the horizon that immediately underlays the event B horizon.

529

*Numbers followed by numbers in parenthesesindicate 95% confidenceintervals and their midpoints.

sedimentation.If this has happenedat the site, one earthquake
horizon would representmore than one earthquake.
Some large historical earthquakes are known to have occurred only a few hours, days, or years after nearby events.In
most cases(for example, the great Alaskan/Aleutian earthquakes of 1957-1965, the Turkish events of 1939-1944, and
the Japaneseearthquakesof 1944-1946) neighboringsegments
of large faults broke, with little or no overlap. So, the possibility of minor overlap of fault ruptures during very closely
timed events seems remote, but it can not be ruled out. One

can argue that the chanceof any one paleoseismicsite being in
the short overlap zone of large earthquake ruptures is very
small; nevertheless,the possibility that the Pallett Creek site is
so situated

cannot

be dismissed

at this time. Discrimination

of

two slip events overlapping at Pallett Creek and separatedby
only a couple of years or less would be unlikely using the
sedimentary record at the site, and so we must acknowledge
the remote possibility that any of the earthquake horizons
could representtwo very closelytimed events.
A much more significantissueis the possibleoccurrenceof
two large displacements during a several-decades-longor
century-longhiatus in deposition at Pallett Creek. To investigate this possibility,we must considerwhich earthquakehorizons sit at such hiatuses.The new, more precisedates provide
a much clearer indication

of this than did the old dates.

An examination of the calendric dates presentedin Table 2
and Figure 1 and considerationof the refinementsdiscussedin
the text above reveal that one of the latest 10 events occurred

during a hiatus in depositionof more than a decade.Event T,
which occurredA.D. 1346 (1329-1363), was followed by about
half a century of little or no deposition. Peat deposition recommencedA.D. 1408 (1397-1419) with deposition of lowest
unit 68. Therefore it is conceivable that a slip event occurred
in the latter half of the fifteenth century that cannot be distinguishedfrom event T. As Sieh [1984] pointed out, however,
the occurrence

of such an event would

mean that the mea-

sured lateral slip for event T (about 1.3 m) would have to be
shared by T and that later event. Thus, if the hypothetical
event were the same size as T, T would necessarilybe halved
in size.

Two events, R and X, were followed by deposition of massive units. Earthquakes occurring during the time of deposition of these massive units might well be obscured in the
geologicrecord. Hence we must consider the possibility of
earthquakes between events X and Z and between events R
and T.

The former of the two hypotheticalearthquakeswould have
to have occurred between A.D.

1812 and A.D.

1857 if event X

is the event discovered by Jacoby et al. [1987, 1988] in trees
southeastof Pallett Creek. The occurrenceof a large slip event
at Pallett Creek during this period is very unlikely. Except for
the 1812 earthquake, the historical record contains no mention of an earthquake as severelyand extensivelyfelt as the
1857 event. One man, who lived in the Los Angeles region
throughout most of the 60 years prior to 1857 stated, in fact,
that these were the only two severely and extensively felt
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earthquakes to occur in the area during the first half of the
century [Agnew and Sieh, 1978, microfiche item 12].

Another possibilitycan be entertainedif one is willing to
reject Jacoby et al.'s argumentsthat event X is the earthquake
of A.D. 1812. If event X occurred earlier in the date range
A.D. 1785 (1753-1817), the 1812 earthquake would be the
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previously identified by Sieh [1978a, 1984]. But we acknowledge the possibility that events could be hidden in three intervals: About 1100 to about 1235, about 1346-1400, and between about

1688 and 1812.
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Fig. 7. A comparison of the new earthquake dates and those
derived from radiocarbon analyses published earlier shows that all
but one of the new date estimatesare enclosedwithin or overlap the
broader date estimatesof Sieh [1984].
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Average Recurrence Interval

Previously published earthquake dates lead to an estimated
average interval between the latest 12 events at Pallett Creek
of about 145 years [Sieh, 1984]. In this paper we have concluded that the date range for the oldest known event, event
A, is too poorly constrained to use in recalculating the average
interval. Instead, we calculate an average interval using the
oldest precisely dated event, that is, event C, and the most

1800

1600

1400

recent event, event Z.

The estimated average period of dormancy between A.D.
671 (event C) and' A.D. 1857 (event Z) is 132 years, assuming

1200

nine intervals.
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Fig. 6. New estimatesof the datesfor earthquakesrecordedin the
sedimentsat Pallett Creek. Bars give 95% confidence intervals. Open
circle on bar of event X indicates preferred date of A.D. 1812.

The

95%

confidence

interval

for the mean

re-

currence interval is 130.3-133.2 years. The average interval for
the latest 10 events estimated using the old date for event C,
A.D. 590, was 141 years. Hence the new estimate is about a
decade shorter than the previous estimate. Coincidentally, 132
years is equal to the current (1988) period of dormancy.
If two of the 10 events are not large, the estimated average
interval for large earthquakes increases to 169 years. This
possibility is discussedby Sieh [1984]. If two large events are
hidden in the section, the estimated average interval decreases
to 108 years. These intervals are calculated to illustrate the
plausible range in average interval estimates.In fact, it seems
most reasonable to take 132 years as the best estimate of the
average interval between large slip events at Pallett Creek.
Having estimated an average interval it is now important to
discuss

the

distribution

of the

individual

values

about

that

average.Table 4 lists the individual intervals and their uncer-
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TABLE

4.

Recurrence Intervals for Earthquakes at Pallett

cate the uncertainties of our estimates, and these are seen to

Creek

be large. Our probabilisticestimateshave beenmade usinga

Events

Weibull distribution, in a manner that is an extension of that

Interval

employed by Brillinger [1982] to estimate probabilitiesfrom
X-Z
V-X
T-V
R-T
N-R
I-N
F-I
D-F
C-D
A 95%

earlier date estimates. We choose to use the Weibull

44 years
332 (317,347)*
134 (111, 157)
246 ( 179, 313)
52 (-21, 125)
52 (15, 89)
200 (173,227)
63 (37, 89)
63 (45, 81)

confidence

interval

for the mean

recurrence

interval

is

130.3 (1857-684)/9 to 133.2 (1857-658)/9 years.
*95% confidence

F(x) = Prob {result< x} = 1 --exp { --(x/•}

limits.

distri-

bution because it has proven useful in a broad variety of
similar applications, particularly lifetime modeling, and becauseit standsup to an assessment
of goodnessof fit with the
data. It is appropriate in the case of earthquake recurrence
becauseunlike lognormal and some other lifetime distribution
functions,the Weibull is characterizedby its steadily increasing hazard function for a range of parameter values. It is
defined by the cumulative distribution function

x> 0

with • and/• being unknown parameters.In the presentcontext, "result" refers to the interval between events. The hazard

function associatedwith the Weibull is given by
tainties. Normally, one would calculate a standard error by

h(x) = (l•/•)(x/•)n- •

[• (x- •)2/(n- 1)]'/2
The

two

standard

error

estimate

with the interpretation

in this case would

be 105

years. For two reasons this calculation is not appropriate in
the present case. First, the intervals are estimates not known
values; second, the estimates are highly correlated. We note
thesecomplicationshere and now proceedto discussthe data
further.

Estimatesof the Probability of a Large Earthquake
in the Near

Future

Several attempts have been made in recent years to calculate probabilities associatedwith large earthquakes along the
San Andreas fault [Sieh, 1984; Lindh, 1983; Sykes and Nishenko, 1984; Wesnousky, 1986; Working Group on California
Earthquake Probabilities, 1988]. These calculations have been
motivated in large part by the great societal value of earthquake forecasts. Lindh's, Sieh's, and some of Sykes and Nishenko'scalculations were based upon the dates of events at
Pallett Creek. Lindh's estimate (a 40% likelihood in the next
30 years) was made assumingthat each of the recorded events
is large, that there are no missing large events, that there are
no trends or patterns in the recurrence intervals, and that the
recurrence

intervals

are distributed

about

x>0

the mean

interval

Prob {x < interval< x + AI interval> x} = h(x)A
for small A. It provides the rate of earthquake occurrence,
given that the last event occurred x years previously. For
• > 1, the hazard of the Weibull increasessteadily.The shape
parameter /• has been related to the stress-strain relation of
the medium and in particular to whether the medium is elastic
[see Martinez et al., 1987]. Its reciprocal is the slope of the
ideal line in the hazard plot, discussedbelow.
The plausibility of the Weibull distribution for a sequence
of intereventintervals may be examined by preparing a Weibull hazard plot. Briefly, observedintervals are plotted on a
particular graph paper, treating the final open interval specially. Then one checksto seeif the points fall near a straight
line to assessvalidity of fit [Nelson, 1982]. Figure 8 providesa
Weibull hazard plot for the intervals of Table 4 and the current open interval of 131 years. Error bars have been included
for the intervals. Examination of the graph suggeststhat the
Weibull assumption is not unreasonable.The straight line
graphed is the maximum likelihood estimate of the theoretical
relationship. Its derivation is discussedin the appendix. Spe-

accordingto a Gaussian distribution function. Sieh'sestimates
took into account a wider range of possibilities;for example,
he consideredboth that some of the eventsmight be small and
that

trends

toward

shorter

and

shorter

recurrence

intervals

might exist. He calculated a range of probabilities of a large
earthquake of between 26• and 98% for the next 50 years.
Sykesand Nishenko estimateda probability of about 10% for
the period 1983-2003, assuminga Weibull distribution function for the earthquake dates and assuminga recurrenceinterval of 194 years (they assumedthat two of the eventswere not
large earthquakes).
For the guidance of civil emergencyplanners and for comparison with these previous estimates,we have estimated the
conditional probability of a future large earthquake,usingthe
new dates of the past 10 events.As in two of the papers cited
above, the record is assumed to be complete; that is, we
assume no events remain undiscovered at the site. In addition,
we assumethat all of the recorded eventsare large. Following
Jeffreys' [1967, pp 1398-1401] stricture that "An estimate
without a standard error is practically meaningless,"we indi-

0.1

0.5

I

5

cumulative hazard

Fig. 8. Cumulative Weibull hazard plot based on the interevent
time estimates 44, 63, 63, 134, 200, 246, 332 years and the open
interval of 131 years.
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cial difficulties that arose in the analysis were the existenceof
the current open interval and the interpolated date for event
N. How they were dealt with is indicated in the appendix.
We have chosento representthe probabilities we have estimated in two ways. These are illustrated in Figures 9 and 10.
Figure 9 displays the cumulative probability of an earthquake
for any period of time within the next 100 years, that is,

Prob{eventwithin u yearsfrom 1988givenlast eventin 1857}.
In terms of F(x), above, this is given by

[F(131 + u)- F(131)]/[1 -- F(131)]
Estimates

of this function

are based on maximum

likelihood

estimatesof the • and/• of the Weibull (seethe appendix). The
dashed curves provide 95% confidence intervals. By way of
example, the estimate of the probability of an earthquake
within a year is 0.8ø/,,(confidenceinterval 0.4-2.6%); the estimate of probability within the next 30 years is 22% (confidence interval 7-51%)' and the estimate of probability of an
earthquake within the next 50 years is 35% (confidenceinter-
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2080

2100

t, year

Fig. 10. Probability of a major fault rupture at Pallett Creek,
during any 30-year period beginning between 1988 and 2088. Probability estimatefor the 30-year period beginningin 1988 is illustrated.

val 11-71%).

Figure 10 displays the probability of the earthquake for all
30-year periods, beginning between 1988 and 2088, that is,

Prob{event within 30 years from year t given last event in
1857}.In termsof F(x), above,this is givenby
[F(tEstimates

1857 + 30)of this function

F(t-

1857)]/[1-

F(t-

1857)]

are also based on maximum

likeli-

hood estimates of the • and/• of the Weibull (see the appendix), and the dashedcurvesprovide 95% confidenceintervals.
For example, for the 30-year period beginning in 1988, the
estimatedprobability is 22% (confidenceinterval 7-51%).
Regardlessof the manner of display, the uncertainty in the
probability estimates is large, even though simple geological
assumptionshave been made. The estimates of • and ]• were
166.1 _+_
44.5 and 1.50 _+_
0.80, respectively. Brillinger [1982]
took the estimate of fl to be 2, correspondingto a Rayleigh

distribution. The value fl = 1 correspondsto an exponential
distribution for the intervals. Because of the large standard
error 0.80, the exponential distribution, which correspondsto
a Poisson distribution of occurrence times, can not be ruled
out for these data.

It is curious that even though the new average interval is
about 10% shorter than the previously published value, the
point estimate of the probability of a large earthquake is less
than previousestimates.This is due to the fact that the distribution of apparent intervals about the mean is now much
broader than was assumedin previous calculations.
Because of uncertainties in interpretation of the Pallett
Creek data the probabilities given above should be viewed as
only one plausibleapproximation of the hazard posedby the
segment of the San Andreas fault closest to Los Angeles.
Higher probabilitiesare calculatedif one assumesthat one or
more large earthquakesare hiddenin the section.Lower probabilities are derived if one assumes that two of the events are

not large earthquakes [Sieh, 1984].
Perhaps more significantly, the staircaselike pattern displayed in Figure 6 suggeststhat the periods of quiescence
betweenlarge earthquakesmay be bimodally distributed. The
significanceof this pattern is discussedin the following sections.

Marked Variability in the Length of Earthquake Cycles

The principal scientificvalue of the new, more preciseearthquake dates may not be refinement of probabilistic estimates
but rather the temporal pattern that they suggest.In fact, the
probabilisticestimatesderived from the new dateshave uncertainties so large that they encompassmost estimatesby preI
I
I
I
vious workers. For example, the estimate made by the Worko
20
40
60
80
1 O0
ing Group on California Earthquake Probabilities [1988], that
u, years intofuturefrom 1988
the Mojave segment of the San Andreas fault has a 30%
probability of generatinga major earthquake during the next
Fig. 9. Probability of a major fault rupture at Pallett Creek,
during the next "u" years, based on the fitted Weibull distribution. 30 years, is well within the 7-51% range that we have estiProbability estimatefor the next 30 years (1988-2018) is illustrated. mated using the new data.
The parametersof the Weibull are estimatedby maximizingthe likeliAlthough the new datesdo not enable a narrowing of probhood based on the values 44, 63, 63, 134, 200, 246, and 332 for a
abilistic earthquake forecasts,they do suggesttantalizing posWeibull, the value 131 for a censored Weibull, and the value 103 for
the sum of two Weibulls. The dashed curves give 95% confidence

sibilities for the mechanical

behavior

of the fault.

Immediately apparent from Table 4 and Figure 6, which
intervalsfor the estimatedprobabilities,taking note of the uncertainty
of the Weibull fit but not of the date estimates themselves.
show the intervals betweenthe past 10 earthquakes,is the fact
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An interesting and important question arises if one assumes
that the clustering displayed in Figure 6 will continue for the
next few earthquake cycles:Will the present interval complete
a cluster or will it separatethe end of the last cluster from the
beginningof the next? That is, will the present open interval
be long, or will it be short?
A qualitative responseto this question can be formulated
simply by examination of Figure 6. Five of the six intracluster
intervals span lessthan a century; the other intracluster interval (T-V) was about 134 years long. This suggeststhat the
present open interval of 131 years is probably not an intracluster interval. Rather, it is more likely to be a long interval
separating clusters.If it is going to be an interval separating
the latest cluster from the next, the probability of earthquake
occurrencewithin the next 30 years is quite low, less,in fact,
than the 22% probability calculated above.
The existenceof a mechanicalreason for the clusteringis an
intriguing possibility.Rundle [1988] has argued, on the basis
of his theoretical modeling of the San Andreas fault, that clus-
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Fig. 11. Comparisonof earthquakedatesderivedfrom the Pallett
Creek site and those estimated

from the Wallace

Creek site. The date

ranges determined from Pallett Creek are shown as vertical bands
beneaththe diagonal line. The date rangesabove the line are derived
by dividing the amount of offset during a past earthquake at Wallace
Creek by the long-term slip rate there. See text for discussion.In this
figure the length of the earthquake cycleis assumedto be proportional to the amount of offset during the earthquake at the beginning of
the cycle. The figure suggeststhat the secondor third earthquake in
each cluster at Pallett Creek involves rupture at Wallace Creek and
that the first event in each cluster does not.

tering of large earthquakesis an expectableconsequenceof
the strong interaction of neighboring fault segments.We
wonder if the temporal clustering in the data from Pallett
Creek represents clustering of great earthquakes along the
southern portion of the fault. To explore this possibility, we
have, in the following section, used paleoseismicdata from
other sites along the fault in conjunction with our data to
constrain the geographicallimits of paleoearthquakes.
PossibleCorrelations of Pallett Creek Events
With

that the interval between slip events at Pallett Creek ranges
markedly from the mean of 132 years. Five of the latest nine
intervals are less than 100 years. Three intervals are between
about 200 and 330 years.
Furthermore, the latest 10 events appear to cluster in four

groups.Within the clusters,intervalsbetweenearthquakesare
mostly lessthan 100 years.The time betweenclusters,however, is between about 200 and 330 years. The new dates are
preciseenoughthat the occurrenceof this clusteringcannot be
easily disputed.
The effect of insertingmissingeventsinto the record would
probably only accentuatethe clusteringbecausetwo of the
three periodsthat are candidatesfor harboring missingevents
occur within, not in between, clusters.These are the periods
between events T and V and between events X and Z. Of the

Those at Other Sites

The precision of the new Pallett Creek dates encouragesus
to attempt correlations with earthquakes recorded at other
paleoseismicsites along the southern half of the San Andreas
fault. If we could accurately correlate events at Pallett Creek
with those identified at other sites along the San Andreas
fault, we would be able to establish more firmly the lengths
and locations of individual fault ruptures. Data of this sort
would provide important cluesabout the mechanicalbehavior
of the fault.

Figures 13 and 14 summarize our attempts to resolve the
spatial and temporal history of large earthquakes.The speculations embodied by these figures are based upon the information and interpretationspresentedin the following.
First, we consider plausible correlations of Pallett Creek
events with events recorded by offset gullies in the Carrizo
Plain, about 200 km northwest of the Pallett Creek site. In the

Carrizo Plain, near a large offset drainage called Wallace
three long intervalsbetweenclusters,only one (betweenevents Creek, Sieh [1978b] and Sieh and Jahns [1984] documented
R and T) could conceivablybe split into two shorter intervals gulliesoffsetabout 9« m during the 1857 earthquake.They
by an undiscoveredevent.Even if one embracesthe lesslikely also measuredlarger offset values. These they interpreted as
date range of 1688 (1675-1701) for event X and assumesa evidence for several large earthquakes, each associatedwith
hidden earthquake betweenevents R and T, intervals would dextral slip of between ! 1 and 15 m.
One can calculate hypothetical dates for these prehistoric
range between about 50 and 200 years.
3
Temporal clusteringof large earthquakeshas beenobserved earthquakes by dividing the long-term slip rate (34 __+
in other regions,and so its recognitionhere might not be all mm/yr) determinedat Wallace Creek into the offsetsrecorded
that surprising.Lee and Brillinger ['1979] suggestthat the his- for the several earthquakes. Such calculations assume, of
torical record of central China documents four century-long course, that the amount of strain accumulated between large
clustersof large earthquakessince about A.D. 1000. In this slip eventsis related to the amount of slip that occursduring
century,burstsof large earthquakesequences
have occurredin the earthquake that occurseither at the end or at the bethe Aleutians (1957-1965), in Turkey (1939-1944), and else- ginningof the cycle.
Figures 1! and 12 display the resultsof two setsof calculawhere. The Pallett Creek data may, however, be the first indicationof temporal clusteringof large earthquakesalong one tions made in this way. In both casesthe long-term slip rate is
representedby the slopingline. The line passesthrough the
segmentof a fault.
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point (A.D. 1857, 59 m). Fifty-nine meters is the largest gully
offset measuredby Sieh and Jahns [1984, Figure 83.
In Figure 11 we have assumedthat the length of an earthquake cycle is related to the slip experiencedduring the large
earthquake that preceded it. For example, the interval between 1857 and the next large earthquake is estimated by

dividingthe 9«-m offsetof 1857 by the long-termslip rate.
This interval

is added to A.D.

1857 to estimate

from A.D.

1857. The date thus estimated

is A.D.

with the last or middle

event in each cluster.

The last prehistoric event at Wallace Creek (in A.D. 1495
(1465-1525)) occurred within the date range of event V (A.D.
1480 (1465-1495)). The previous event is within the date range
of event R, and the previous two events are within the date
ranges of events D and B.
The possibility that slip events at Wallace Creek correlate
with the last or middle

event in each cluster at Pallett

Creek

is

intriguing. Perhaps the last large event in each cluster is an
event like the great 1857 event, that is, an event that involves
rupture of the Cholame, Carrizo and Mojave segmentsof the
fault (see Figure 13 for location of these segments).And perhaps the earlier one or two large events in each cluster represent events which involved rupture of the Mojave segment
alone or the Mojave segment in concert with the San Bernardino and Indio segmentsto the southeast. Such alternation of
large ruptures has been proposed by Sieh [1978a], Weldon
and Sieh [1985], and Sykesand Seeber[1985].
The new dates at Pallett Creek are preciseenough to enable
a weak test of this hypothesis. Using data from all of the
palcoseismicsites along the southern half of the fault, which
are labeled in Figure 13, we will attempt to correlate dated
events.The uncertaintiesin radiocarbon dating of earthquakes
at each site precludes us from being certain of any of the
correlations, of course.

In Figures 13 and 14, we give those ruptures documented
and dated at Pallett Creek the greatest lengths allowed by the
data from

the other

sites. This

seems to be the most reason-

able assumption, given that both the great 1906 and 1857
earthquakes were generated by fault ruptures that spanned
several hundred

kilometers

C,?,•?' 1857
k•

._. 60

?•LL•11
1812
1480

1048•

o

of the fault.

Figure 13 displays six proposed large earthquake ruptures.
The oldest event, R, is in the lower right box, and the youngest
event, Z, is in the upper left box. The following paragraphs
justify this version of history.
E•,ent Z. Event Z is known to be the earthquake of A.D.

1857

997 • 16

o 40

797
+22
30

737+

1495

(1465-1525). Similarly, dates of A.D. 1155 (1100-1210), 725
(685-765), and 395 (280-510) are estimated for the previous
three large events.
In Figure 12 we have assumedthat the length of the earthquake cycleis related to the amount of slip experiencedduring
the large earthquake that occurred at the end of that cycle,
rather than at the beginning.Dates for the last four prehistoric
events are estimated to be A.D. 1580 (1565-1595), 1220 (11901250), 875 (820-930), and 445 (400-490).
In both Figures 11 and 12 the dates of the earthquakes at
Pallett Creek are shown as vertical bars for comparison with
the estimated dates. In Figure 12 the events at Wallace Creek
occur during the long periods between clusters at Pallett
Creek. In Figure 11, however, the events at Wallace Creek
seem to correlate

90

the date of the

next large earthquake: A.D. 2135 (2120-2150). To estimate the
date of the earthquake that precededthe 1857 event, the offset
associatedwith that last prehistoric earthquake, 12.3 + 1.2 m,
is divided by the long-term slip rate, and the quotient is subtracted
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Fig. 12. Same as Figure 11 except that the length of the earthquake cycle is assumedto be proportional to the amount of offset
during the earthquake at the end of the cycle.This figure suggeststhat
Wallace Creek events occurred during periods of repose at Pallett
Creek.

1857. Historical accounts indicate that the fault ruptured the
Cholame, Carrizo, and Mojave segments of the fault [Sieh,
1978b] and not the San Bernardino segment[Agnew and Sieh,
1978].

Event X. Event X is probably the earthquake of December
8, 1812. dacoby et al. [1988] propose the rupture length indicated in Figure 13 as the most reasonable. Consideration of
Figures 11 and 12 leads us to the conclusion that no slip
events occurred near Wallace Creek, along the Carrizo segment, in the 300 years prior to 1857. An event has been dated
at Mill Potrero, however, at A.D. 1670-1775 or 1793-1948
(event II of Davis [1983]). These date ranges were recalculated
by us from Davis's data from Mill Potrero, using the new
calibration

curves.

These

calculations

assume

a lab

error

multiplier of 1.6, the •3C valuesassumed,but not measured,
by the laboratory that analyzed the samples,and a confidence
limit

of 95 %.

Evidence from the Indio and Ferrum sites suggeststhat no
large event has involved rupture of the Indio segment since
about A.D. 1680 [Sieh, 1986; Williams and Sieh, 1987; K. Sieh
and P. L. Williams, manuscript in preparation, 1988]. As
much as a half meter of slip at these sites may be associated
with an earthquake after about 1680, but such a small offset
would probably be associatedwith an earthquake of M < 7 or
with aseismicslip. On the basis of this fragmentary evidence,
we speculatein Figure 13 that event X involved only rupture
of the Mojave segment, part of the San Bernardino segment
and the southeasternportion of the Carrizo segment.
Et•ent

W.

This

event

is recorded

at the Indio

site and is

associated with at least 2 m of dextral slip there [Sieh, 1986].
The record at Pallett Creek clearly shows that no slip event
affected

the site between

event

V and event

X. Radiocarbon

and dendrochronologic analyses indicate that the dates of
these events are A.D. 1480 (1465-1495) and A.D. 1812. Event
W, then, probably involved rupture of only the Indio segment
and, perhaps, the San Bernardino segment.The remote possi-
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Fig. 13. Plausibleearthquakehistoryfor the southernhalf of the SanAndreasfault for the pastmillennium.Seetext for
discussionof data and assumptions.

bility that event X occurred during the period A.D. 1688
(1675-1701) is adopted in constructingthe alternative historical scenariorepresentedby Figure 14.
Event V. This event could conceivablyhave ruptured the
entire southernhalf of the San Andreasfault. Figure 11 suggests that the last prehistoric rupture in the Carrizo Plain,
which involved about 12.3 m of dextral slip, is event V. At
Mill Potrero a large slip eventoccurredwithin the rangeA.D.
1435-1672 (Davis's event I, date recalculatedby us). At the

Indio site an event !nvolvingat least 3.5 m of dextral slip
occurred A.D. 1450 (1300-1600). In Figure 13 we assumethat
this event is the same as event V at Pallett

Creek. An alter-

native possibility,that it correlateswith event T, is usedin the
constructionof Figure 14.
Event T. Figures 11 and 12 suggestthat no events near
Wallace Creek correlate with event T. Correlation

of event T

Figure 11 suggeststhat this event, or event N, may have been
an event that resulted in about 11 m of slip near Wallace
Creek. Data from the Indio and Salt Creek sitespermit a large
event during this period as well.
The correlation of eventsproposedabove and illustrated in
Figure 13 is speculativeand is intended only to provoke discussionand further paleoseismicstudiesand theoretical modeling.If the historicalscenarioof Figure 13 is roughlycorrect,
the past three large earthquakesalong the southernhalf of the
fault progressedfrom southeastto northwestduring a period
of about 170 years.Two of the three previouslarge eventsin
this caseruptured the entire southern half of the fault.
Figure 14 illustrates a less likely, but plausible alternative
historical scenario. In this case, we assume event X occurred
A.D. 1688 (1675-1701) and that evidence of the 1812 earthquake at Pallett Creek is hidden in the massive unit between

with an eventat the Indio sitedated at A.D. 1300(1210-1390) eventsX and Z. We also correlatethe A.D. 1450 (1300-1600)
is plausible.We assumethis correlationand showon Figure event at Indio with event T at Pallett Creek. This scenario
13 the Mojave, San Bernardino,and Indio segmentsbreaking presentsa more regular pattern of earthquake occurrence;in
during event T.
it three northwestward progressionsof large earthquakes
Event R. Like event V, this event may have involved rup- occur: one between A.D. 1000 and 1100, another between
ture of the entire

southern

half of the San Andreas

fault.

A.D. 1300 and 1480, and another between A.D. 1680 and
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Fig. 14. Less likely but plausible alternate earthquake history for the southern half of the San Andreas fault. This
scenariocontains three northwestwardprogressionsof large earthquakesthat correlate with the temporal clusteringsof
earthquakes at Pallett Creek that are shown in Figure 6.
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1857. Each of these progressions involves overlapping ruptures along the Mojave segment of the fault and corresponds
to one of the periods of earthquake clustering in the record at
Pallett

Creek.

Other viable earthquake scenarios, consistent with the
sparse data now available, can be constructed. If, for example,
one abandons the attempt to make the earthquake ruptures as
large as the paleoseismic data allow, the possibilities are
legion. We believe that more precise dating of slip events at
palcoseismic sites other than Pallett Creek will lead to more
certain correlation of earthquake ruptures between sites. This
would enable more reliable estimates of magnitude for prehistoric events and recognition of spatial and temporal patterns
of large earthquake occurrence.
CONCLUSIONS

A better understanding of the geological processesof which
large earthquakes are the most notorious part will likely improve as the history of past events becomesbetter known. The
data presented in this paper are a step in that direction. We
show that the dates of prehistoric earthquakes along the San
Andreas fault can be determined with errors of only a couple
of decades. More precise dating and characterization of large
prehistoric earthquakes elsewhere along the fault may enable
correlation of events between palcoseismic sites. This might
reveal temporal and spatial patterns of large earthquakes that
have resulted from interacting faults or fault segments,or from
nonuniform regional strain accumulation or strain reliefi A
better understanding of the causesof such behavior is of great
significance to society because it might well lead to reliable
long-term and short-term forecasts of fault behavior.

APPENDIX

The estimation of an unknown quantity (or parameter) is
often conveniently approached via the likelihood function.
This is a specificfunction of an assumed stochasticmodel and
data meant to provide a measure of the weight of evidence for
the various possible values of the parameters. It may be used
to construct point estimatesor confidenceintervals in particular or to combine

distinct

measurements.

For the dated samples of this paper the likelihood may be
set down as follows: Let u denote radiocarbon age. Let t
denote

calendric

date. Let

u = •(t)
denote

known parameters. Given observationsx•, x2,.''
from independent distributions depending on an unknown parameter 0,
the likelihood is given by

the estimated

calibration

curve

with

estimated

stan-

dard error •(t) at t (these are given by Stuiver and Becker
[1986]). Let U denote a sample's estimated radiocarbon age
and $ its estimated standard error. Then, assuming that the
errors are approximately normal, the likelihood function is
given by

[S2q_g(t)2]-1/2exp {- «[U-

•(t)]2/[$ 2 + •(t)2]} (A1)

scaledto have value 1 at the minimum. This may be approximated by dropping the first factor. This expression may be
plotted as a function of t to see the relative evidence for the
various values of t. An approximate 95% confidence interval
for the value of t is provided by the collection of t values such
that (A1) exceeds0.1465. Figure 3 provides a variety of examples. Sometimes, because the calibration curve is not singlevalued, the confidence interval breaks into two intervals.

The likelihood function may also be used to estimate un-

f a(x•, O)f 2(x2, 0)''

' f ,(x,, O)

with f•(x, 0) representingthe density of x•. The parameter 0
may be estimated by maximizing this likelihood, and expressionsare available for standard errors [Nelson, 1982]. In
the present situation, seven of the x refer to intervals of the
Weibull, one refers to the present open (censored) interval of
131 years and one, surrounding event N, to the sum of two
Weibulls. The term for the censored value is simply
1- F(131). The term for event N is derived by numerical
integration. The uncertainties of the interval lengths have been
ignored in the maximum likelihood computations presented.
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